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Herbal living is simple. It's natural.In this illustrated guide, you'll come to understand that an
herbal life is a reward in itself. You will learn to appreciate the power held in one tiny leaf. You will
be inspired to walk hand in hand with nature, accepting her gifts and respecting her in return.
And you'll even learn to appreciate the immense potential you hold inside yourself.Detailing the
medicinal uses for over 60 herbs and 23 essential oils, Herbal Living contains many useful
recipes for health and home. Herbs for the kitchen, facial products, healing salves and tinctures
are all covered in detail."Maya Cointreau will take you on a journey towards a new way of living
life. She makes it easy to relate to the material and her words will leave you feeling confident and
self-empowered." Kathy Lalonde, RPP



Simple and Natural Herbal Living An Earth Lodge Pocket Guideto Holistic Herbs for Health By
Maya Cointreau An Earth Lodge® PublicationRoxbury, Connecticut*** This book contains
valuable information carefully researched, but it is not intended to take the place of proper
medical care and expertise. Please seek qualified professional care for health problems. *** All
Text & Artwork Copyright 2016,Maya CointreauAll rights reserved, including the right to
reproduce this work in any form whatsoever, without written permission, except in the case of
brief quotation in critical articles or reviews. All information in this Earth Lodge® book is based
on the experiences of the author. For information contactEarth Lodge®, 12 Church St., Roxbury,
CT 06783 or visit Earth Lodge® online at earthlodgebooks.comPrinted & Published in the
U.S.A.by Earth Lodge®Earth Lodge® is a registered trademark.Also by Maya
Cointreau: Natural Animal HealingEquine Herbs and HealingThe Comprehensive
VibrationalHealing GuideThe Healing Properties of FlowersPractical Reiki Symbol PrimerThe
Girls Who Could SeriesGrounding and ClearingThe Mudra Book More from Earth
Lodge: Shades of ValhallaLost & Faerie FoundA Child’s Collection of RumiFates of MidgardGifts
of Aeden “In some mysterious way woods have never seemed to me to be static things. In
physical terms, I move through them; yet in metaphysical ones, they seem to move through
me.”~ John FowlesCHAPTER ONE What isHerbal Living? "The doctor of the future will give no
medicine, but will interest his patients in the care of the human frame, in diet, and in the cause
and prevention of disease."~ Thomas Edison I believe strongly in living closely with nature.
Sometimes, this means making the environmentally-friendly option – choosing wind energy for
my electricity provider, even though it costs a few dollars more each month. Carting my fabric
bags to the grocery store. Drinking well-water in a steel bottle, instead of filtered water bottled by
a soda company. Other times, it means getting in touch with the elements – driving with my
windows down in the winter (even if just for a few minutes). Playing the flute outside in the
sunshine. Walking in the woods with my children. And, always, it means trying to look at the
bigger picture. Choosing a life that considers the highest good of all people and animals. The
trees, the rocks, the waterways. Eating whole foods. Creating less waste. Treating family meals
as an opportunity to heal the body and the soul.I believe that modern medicine has its place.
One of my dogs lived for years after her adrenal glands shut down, thanks to a man-made
steroid shot each month.But herbs are an invaluable adjunct to allopathic medicine. That same
dog would not have been alive to receive her steroids if daily doses of nettle seeds had not
triggered her initial recovery from full kidney failure. The veterinarians called it a miracle. Me? I
call it herbal living. A life where we can walk hand in hand with nature, accepting her gifts and
respecting her in return.Every human culture on the planet has its own tradition of herbal
healing, plants that have been prized for centuries or millennia for their healing properties and
many species of animals have been documented self-medicating with herbs. Wild chimpanzees
will seek out medicinal herbs to ingest when they are ill, plants which they do not normally eat.
Horses are known to forage for the appropriate herbs for their condition when they are lucky to
live in a pasture that has herbs in addition to the usual well-groomed grasses. German scientists



have documented injured otters, fish and dolphins rolling in sea algae in the Sargasso Sea to
tend to their wounds. The first human crops consisted of over two hundred different plants, many
of which were grown primarily for their medicinal qualities. Archaeologists have found herbal
documents from Egypt dating from 3000 BCE, and acupuncture tools designed to influence the
flow of energy, or Chi, in the body have been found in China dating from 8000 BCE.Today, a vast
number of medicines still derive from an original plant form. The World Health Organization
reports that at least a quarter of Western medicine comes from plants, and that the modern uses
of almost three quarters of those medicines match their traditional herbal uses.Herbal living is
not just about using plants to treat conditions when they pop up. Real herbal living involves using
plants on a daily basis to strengthen the body and support the soul. The best medicine is
prevention. These days, when soils are so depleted that our regular food sources are lacking
vital nutrients, herbs can be used to kick up the nutritional content of our food and assist the
body in accessing more of its own potential for self-healing.The secret that few people want you
to know is that your body can heal itself. Every cell in your body regenerates itself on a regular
basis. Some slowly, some quickly. But every seven years you are living in a body made of entirely
new cells.Think about that for a minute.Really, really, think about it.Do you want your cells to
copy themselves poorly? Or do you want them to recreate themselves perfectly, shiny and new?
Because herbs can help with that. The healthier you are eating, the better your body is able to
digest and assimilate the herbs, the more optimally your blood is pumping and your neurons are
firing, the better your body is going to operate as a healthy, happy eco-system. Real healing
begins when your body feels supported. Just like a car, your body needs to get tune-ups every
so often. It needs the right fuel. It needs air in its tires.
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me.”~ John FowlesCHAPTER ONE What isHerbal Living? "The doctor of the future will give no
medicine, but will interest his patients in the care of the human frame, in diet, and in the cause
and prevention of disease."~ Thomas Edison I believe strongly in living closely with nature.
Sometimes, this means making the environmentally-friendly option – choosing wind energy for
my electricity provider, even though it costs a few dollars more each month. Carting my fabric
bags to the grocery store. Drinking well-water in a steel bottle, instead of filtered water bottled by
a soda company. Other times, it means getting in touch with the elements – driving with my
windows down in the winter (even if just for a few minutes). Playing the flute outside in the
sunshine. Walking in the woods with my children. And, always, it means trying to look at the
bigger picture. Choosing a life that considers the highest good of all people and animals. The
trees, the rocks, the waterways. Eating whole foods. Creating less waste. Treating family meals
as an opportunity to heal the body and the soul.I believe that modern medicine has its place.
One of my dogs lived for years after her adrenal glands shut down, thanks to a man-made
steroid shot each month.But herbs are an invaluable adjunct to allopathic medicine. That same
dog would not have been alive to receive her steroids if daily doses of nettle seeds had not
triggered her initial recovery from full kidney failure. The veterinarians called it a miracle. Me? I
call it herbal living. A life where we can walk hand in hand with nature, accepting her gifts and
respecting her in return.Every human culture on the planet has its own tradition of herbal
healing, plants that have been prized for centuries or millennia for their healing properties and
many species of animals have been documented self-medicating with herbs. Wild chimpanzees
will seek out medicinal herbs to ingest when they are ill, plants which they do not normally eat.
Horses are known to forage for the appropriate herbs for their condition when they are lucky to
live in a pasture that has herbs in addition to the usual well-groomed grasses. German scientists
have documented injured otters, fish and dolphins rolling in sea algae in the Sargasso Sea to
tend to their wounds. The first human crops consisted of over two hundred different plants, many
of which were grown primarily for their medicinal qualities. Archaeologists have found herbal
documents from Egypt dating from 3000 BCE, and acupuncture tools designed to influence the
flow of energy, or Chi, in the body have been found in China dating from 8000 BCE.Today, a vast
number of medicines still derive from an original plant form. The World Health Organization
reports that at least a quarter of Western medicine comes from plants, and that the modern uses
of almost three quarters of those medicines match their traditional herbal uses.Herbal living is
not just about using plants to treat conditions when they pop up. Real herbal living involves using
plants on a daily basis to strengthen the body and support the soul. The best medicine is
prevention. These days, when soils are so depleted that our regular food sources are lacking
vital nutrients, herbs can be used to kick up the nutritional content of our food and assist the
body in accessing more of its own potential for self-healing.The secret that few people want you
to know is that your body can heal itself. Every cell in your body regenerates itself on a regular
basis. Some slowly, some quickly. But every seven years you are living in a body made of entirely
new cells.Think about that for a minute.Really, really, think about it.Do you want your cells to



copy themselves poorly? Or do you want them to recreate themselves perfectly, shiny and new?
Because herbs can help with that. The healthier you are eating, the better your body is able to
digest and assimilate the herbs, the more optimally your blood is pumping and your neurons are
firing, the better your body is going to operate as a healthy, happy eco-system. Real healing
begins when your body feels supported. Just like a car, your body needs to get tune-ups every
so often. It needs the right fuel. It needs air in its tires.Adding herbs to your life may not cure
everything that ails you. Every herb works differently for each person, because each body is
unique. You have to find what works for you. But living an herbal life is a reward in itself. You will
learn to appreciate the power held in one tiny leaf. And you might even learn to appreciate the
immense potential you hold inside yourself. CHAPTER TWO From Farm to Pantry "All that man
needs for health and healing has been provided by God in nature, the challenge of science is to
find it."~ Paracelsus Every culture has its own pharmacopoeia of herbs, just as every herbalist
has his or her own favorite arsenal of herbs that they use most often. Where some use
elderberry as an antiviral, others prefer star anise. There are thousands of plants on this planet,
and they all have various medicinal or nutritional properties. Some are very mild, working to
gently cool or heat the body, while others help lungs expel mucus or deliver more oxygen to the
arms and legs.Whenever you are about to work with a new herb, I always suggest looking on the
internet to see if there are any new scientific studies about the herb and its effect on humans, as
well as possible interactions. New studies and data are being presented every month, due to the
increased interest being generated in herbs in recent decades.If possible, it is always rewarding
to grow and harvest your own herbs for use. Some herbs can be grown in small pots on your
windowsill or a deck, while others do best planted in the earth. When you grow your own herbs,
you have the opportunity to nurture the plant from seed to harvest. You get to control what is
added to soil, or if any sort of pest control is used. You can even talk to your plants, singing to
them about the fine healing work they are destined to do.In lieu of growing your own herbs, you
can also find most of what you need at health food stores. One of my favorite herbal medicines is
the tincture, a strong liquid extract of the plant in an alcohol or glycerin base. Tinctures are very
easy to use, and tend to produce standardized results. Herbal teas and capsules are also good
alternatives, and some herbs can be bought fresh in the supermarket and added to soups or
juices. At the back of the book, I’ve also listed some reputable online herbal sources for
procuring what you need. Preparing Herbs Herbs can be used internally and externally in a
variety of ways. Different situations call for different applications. This chapter will teach you
when and how to make these herbal remedies, and more. INFUSIONS:Herbal infusions are
made the same way as a cup of tea, except the herbs are allowed to steep longer in the boiled
water, creating a flavorful drink that has been gently infused with all the medicinal and nutritional
qualities of an herb. They can be used in a variety of ways. Infusions can be made in large pot
and stored in the fridge for 2-3 days, being used as needed. You can use them to cleanse or
treat wounds, or as part of your bathing routine. A rosemary infusion used as a rinse will make
your hair shine and soothe tired muscles, while chamomile will bring out blonde and lighter



highlights. Soak a cloth in yarrow and calendula and hold it against the skin to draw out
infections.To make an herbal infusion, bring water to a boil in a steel or glass pot, and then
remove from the heat. (Aluminum and copper are both reactive metals and should not be used
to prepare herbal solutions.) Add one tablespoon of dried herbs, or three tablespoons of fresh
herbs, per cup of hot water. Cover and let steep for 13 - 15 minutes. (The longer it sits, the
stronger it will be. Dried roots should steep a bit longer, 20 - 30 minutes.) Strain the liquid before
use through a cheesecloth or fine metal strainer. Let cool and use, or place in an airtight
container to store in the refrigerator for 2-3 days. BRACES:A brace is a strong, invigorating liquid
solution that is used on soaked bandages to treat a sprain or minor wound. Braces are also used
to wash and soothe the entire body. Braces can be made out of very strong infusions (steeped
for 20 –30 minutes in a non-aluminum pot) or by adding a teaspoon of herbal extracts to a cup of
water and cup of vegetable glycerin or to a cup of witch hazel and a cup of distilled water
(perfect for treating a wound). Once you have prepared the brace solution, soak bandages or
cotton clothes in the liquid, and apply to the wound for 20 – 60 minutes, securing with additional
dressings as needed. POULTICES:Poultices are used similarly to braces, by placing herbs
directly on wounds to draw out infections and bring down swelling. Poultices can be made with
fresh or dried herbs. First, place your herbs in a heat-resistant glass, ceramic or steel bowl. Next,
bring a pot of water to a full boil (for open wound treatments, boil the water for a minimum of 15
minutes to kill any bacteria in the water, or use distilled water), and pour a small amount of the
hot water over the herbs, soaking them until they are softened. Strain the herbs, saving the
infused liquid as a brace for later external treatment or for the patient to sip, depending on what
herbs you are using. When the softened herbs reach body-temperature, they are safe to put
directly on the affected area. Secure a sterile cloth bandage to keep the poultice in place.A
wonderful example of an herbal poultice is yarrow, which will stop bleeding, clean the wound
and speed healing. The infused water can then be imbibed to help heal the wound from the
inside out. Calendula is a good herb to poultice on hot spots to soothe the damage skin and
reduce irritation. TINCTURES:Herbal tinctures are cold infusions of herbs that generally take two
– six weeks to steep. They are one of the easiest ways to give herbs to small children: simply add
a few drops to your child’s juice or food.Instead of being infused in water, tinctures are made in
high-proof alcohol such as brandy or vodka, as well as with vinegar or vegetable glycerin. Many
tinctures made commercially for children use vegetable glycerin because of its sweetness,
although even the taste of a bitter alcohol-based tincture can be masked by fruit juice, warm
broth or sweetened tea. To treat animals, I often use apple cider vinegar extractions, which most
pets find quite palatable when added to their water.Alcohol tinctures properly stored in air-tight,
glass containers can be kept for 2 – 8 years. Vinegar tinctures should be stored in containers
with non-reactive lids and can last for 1 to 3 years. Wide-mouthed glass jars with plastic or glass
lids work best: metal lids are not recommended, as the metal will react with vinegar and corrode.
Although tinctures take time to prepare initially, in the long run they are much easier to use: in an
emergency, the herbs are ready immediately. Keep a few choice herbs tinctured and at hand,



such as Yarrow for accidents involving bleeding and Elderberry for winter colds.To prepare a
tincture, fill the jar ¼ – ½ full chopped or powdered dry herbs (or ½ to ¾ full of fresh herbs) and
top with the alcohol or vinegar. Close the jar and store in a cool, dark place for two to six weeks.
The longer it infuses, the stronger the tincture will be. Woody stems and roots should be infused
for the full six weeks (or longer!) in order to be sure you have extracted their full potency.
Remember, it is better to leave a tincture extracting for too long, than to remove the herbs too
soon. When your tincture is ready, strain off the liquid, remove the herbs, and return the liquid to
the jar. Store in a cool, dark place.15 drops of a tincture is generally considered equivalent to
one cup of a fresh herbal infusion. STANDARDIZED HERBS:These days, you can find
standardized, processed herbs in capsules at most pharmacies and health food stores. This
form offers a very convenient way to use herbs. Many people enjoy the ease of taking capsules.
It is important to realize, however, that our body is not always adept at extracting and
assimilating raw roots and twigs, even in powdered form. Infusions and extracts do most of the
hard work for us, while capsules tend to put more of a strain on our system. When using herbs in
pill form, always opt for high quality companies you can trust, such as Pure Encapsulations and
Solaray. Make sure you read the fine print, too. Does the capsule contain a standardized extract?
Does it use a filler? Sometimes, the recommended dosage listed is far below what an adult body
needs to ingest to have a true medicinal effect. Always, always, do your research when buying a
new supplement. INFUSED OILS:Infused oils can be used directly on skin or added to custom
salves and balms.First, choose a carrier oil, such as olive, grapeseed, sweet almond, apricot or
avocado oil. Avoid almond and apricot for use with small children and babies, since both contain
trace amounts of cyanide and shouldn’t be ingested. There are several ways to infuse carrier
oils. Either fresh or dried herbs may be used, although I sometimes prefer to use dried herbs
because the water content of fresh herbs may lead to spoilage. If you do use fresh herbs, always
make sure that they are washed clean and fully dried off before you infuse them.

CHAPTER TWO From Farm to Pantry "All that man needs for health and healing has been
provided by God in nature, the challenge of science is to find it."~ Paracelsus Every culture has
its own pharmacopoeia of herbs, just as every herbalist has his or her own favorite arsenal of
herbs that they use most often. Where some use elderberry as an antiviral, others prefer star
anise. There are thousands of plants on this planet, and they all have various medicinal or
nutritional properties. Some are very mild, working to gently cool or heat the body, while others
help lungs expel mucus or deliver more oxygen to the arms and legs.Whenever you are about to
work with a new herb, I always suggest looking on the internet to see if there are any new
scientific studies about the herb and its effect on humans, as well as possible interactions. New
studies and data are being presented every month, due to the increased interest being
generated in herbs in recent decades.If possible, it is always rewarding to grow and harvest your
own herbs for use. Some herbs can be grown in small pots on your windowsill or a deck, while
others do best planted in the earth. When you grow your own herbs, you have the opportunity to



nurture the plant from seed to harvest. You get to control what is added to soil, or if any sort of
pest control is used. You can even talk to your plants, singing to them about the fine healing work
they are destined to do.In lieu of growing your own herbs, you can also find most of what you
need at health food stores. One of my favorite herbal medicines is the tincture, a strong liquid
extract of the plant in an alcohol or glycerin base. Tinctures are very easy to use, and tend to
produce standardized results. Herbal teas and capsules are also good alternatives, and some
herbs can be bought fresh in the supermarket and added to soups or juices. At the back of the
book, I’ve also listed some reputable online herbal sources for procuring what you
need. Preparing Herbs Herbs can be used internally and externally in a variety of ways. Different
situations call for different applications. This chapter will teach you when and how to make these
herbal remedies, and more. INFUSIONS:Herbal infusions are made the same way as a cup of
tea, except the herbs are allowed to steep longer in the boiled water, creating a flavorful drink
that has been gently infused with all the medicinal and nutritional qualities of an herb. They can
be used in a variety of ways. Infusions can be made in large pot and stored in the fridge for 2-3
days, being used as needed. You can use them to cleanse or treat wounds, or as part of your
bathing routine. A rosemary infusion used as a rinse will make your hair shine and soothe tired
muscles, while chamomile will bring out blonde and lighter highlights. Soak a cloth in yarrow and
calendula and hold it against the skin to draw out infections.To make an herbal infusion, bring
water to a boil in a steel or glass pot, and then remove from the heat. (Aluminum and copper are
both reactive metals and should not be used to prepare herbal solutions.) Add one tablespoon
of dried herbs, or three tablespoons of fresh herbs, per cup of hot water. Cover and let steep for
13 - 15 minutes. (The longer it sits, the stronger it will be. Dried roots should steep a bit longer,
20 - 30 minutes.) Strain the liquid before use through a cheesecloth or fine metal strainer. Let
cool and use, or place in an airtight container to store in the refrigerator for 2-3 days. BRACES:A
brace is a strong, invigorating liquid solution that is used on soaked bandages to treat a sprain or
minor wound. Braces are also used to wash and soothe the entire body. Braces can be made out
of very strong infusions (steeped for 20 –30 minutes in a non-aluminum pot) or by adding a
teaspoon of herbal extracts to a cup of water and cup of vegetable glycerin or to a cup of witch
hazel and a cup of distilled water (perfect for treating a wound). Once you have prepared the
brace solution, soak bandages or cotton clothes in the liquid, and apply to the wound for 20 – 60
minutes, securing with additional dressings as needed. POULTICES:Poultices are used similarly
to braces, by placing herbs directly on wounds to draw out infections and bring down swelling.
Poultices can be made with fresh or dried herbs. First, place your herbs in a heat-resistant glass,
ceramic or steel bowl. Next, bring a pot of water to a full boil (for open wound treatments, boil the
water for a minimum of 15 minutes to kill any bacteria in the water, or use distilled water), and
pour a small amount of the hot water over the herbs, soaking them until they are softened. Strain
the herbs, saving the infused liquid as a brace for later external treatment or for the patient to sip,
depending on what herbs you are using. When the softened herbs reach body-temperature, they
are safe to put directly on the affected area. Secure a sterile cloth bandage to keep the poultice



in place.A wonderful example of an herbal poultice is yarrow, which will stop bleeding, clean the
wound and speed healing. The infused water can then be imbibed to help heal the wound from
the inside out. Calendula is a good herb to poultice on hot spots to soothe the damage skin and
reduce irritation. TINCTURES:Herbal tinctures are cold infusions of herbs that generally take two
– six weeks to steep. They are one of the easiest ways to give herbs to small children: simply add
a few drops to your child’s juice or food.Instead of being infused in water, tinctures are made in
high-proof alcohol such as brandy or vodka, as well as with vinegar or vegetable glycerin. Many
tinctures made commercially for children use vegetable glycerin because of its sweetness,
although even the taste of a bitter alcohol-based tincture can be masked by fruit juice, warm
broth or sweetened tea. To treat animals, I often use apple cider vinegar extractions, which most
pets find quite palatable when added to their water.Alcohol tinctures properly stored in air-tight,
glass containers can be kept for 2 – 8 years. Vinegar tinctures should be stored in containers
with non-reactive lids and can last for 1 to 3 years. Wide-mouthed glass jars with plastic or glass
lids work best: metal lids are not recommended, as the metal will react with vinegar and corrode.
Although tinctures take time to prepare initially, in the long run they are much easier to use: in an
emergency, the herbs are ready immediately. Keep a few choice herbs tinctured and at hand,
such as Yarrow for accidents involving bleeding and Elderberry for winter colds.To prepare a
tincture, fill the jar ¼ – ½ full chopped or powdered dry herbs (or ½ to ¾ full of fresh herbs) and
top with the alcohol or vinegar. Close the jar and store in a cool, dark place for two to six weeks.
The longer it infuses, the stronger the tincture will be. Woody stems and roots should be infused
for the full six weeks (or longer!) in order to be sure you have extracted their full potency.
Remember, it is better to leave a tincture extracting for too long, than to remove the herbs too
soon. When your tincture is ready, strain off the liquid, remove the herbs, and return the liquid to
the jar. Store in a cool, dark place.15 drops of a tincture is generally considered equivalent to
one cup of a fresh herbal infusion. STANDARDIZED HERBS:These days, you can find
standardized, processed herbs in capsules at most pharmacies and health food stores. This
form offers a very convenient way to use herbs. Many people enjoy the ease of taking capsules.
It is important to realize, however, that our body is not always adept at extracting and
assimilating raw roots and twigs, even in powdered form. Infusions and extracts do most of the
hard work for us, while capsules tend to put more of a strain on our system. When using herbs in
pill form, always opt for high quality companies you can trust, such as Pure Encapsulations and
Solaray. Make sure you read the fine print, too. Does the capsule contain a standardized extract?
Does it use a filler? Sometimes, the recommended dosage listed is far below what an adult body
needs to ingest to have a true medicinal effect. Always, always, do your research when buying a
new supplement. INFUSED OILS:Infused oils can be used directly on skin or added to custom
salves and balms.First, choose a carrier oil, such as olive, grapeseed, sweet almond, apricot or
avocado oil. Avoid almond and apricot for use with small children and babies, since both contain
trace amounts of cyanide and shouldn’t be ingested. There are several ways to infuse carrier
oils. Either fresh or dried herbs may be used, although I sometimes prefer to use dried herbs



because the water content of fresh herbs may lead to spoilage. If you do use fresh herbs, always
make sure that they are washed clean and fully dried off before you infuse them.Cold-infusion
poses the least amount of stress to your carrier oil, and is easy to perform. Again, simply place
the herbs is a glass jar, cover, and place in a dark cupboard at room temperature for 2-6 weeks.
When the herbal infusion has reached the strength you desire, strain and store. An oil prepared
by cold infusion will last for 6 to 18 months.The fastest way to infuse an oil is by heating the oil
and herbs over the lowest heat on your stove for twenty minutes. The warmth allows the herbal
properties to seep into the oil quite quickly, making this an efficient method. However, heat also
accelerates the breakdown process of carrier oils, which will shorten their shelf life. When using
this method, be sure you are use grapeseed or coconut oil. Coconut oil works very well for
infusing in a crockpot -- try adding it to your crockpot on low heat with the herbs for two to four
hours. You can also use the heat of the sun to infuse oils, by placing a jar filled with the herbs
and the oil in a sunny window for several days. Olive oil is not suitable for heat infusion if you are
planning on storing it for more than a week, although the life of any infused oil can be prolonged
by adding one-half teaspoon of vitamin E or 5 drops of benzoin essential oil per cup of carrier
oil. SALVES:A salve, or balm, is a wax and oil based ointment that is great for wound treatments
and skin conditioning. Solid and long-lasting, a salve is a convenient way to take herbal
remedies on the road. In medieval times, wives would often make up a salve for their husbands
to take into battle or on long voyages.Salves are easy to make. You can use fresh or dried herbs,
or essential oils, or all three in your salves. The simplest way to make a salve is to heat one part
beeswax to four parts carrier oil on the stove or in a microwave, just enough to melt the beeswax.
The wax will melt best if you shave it into small pieces or use beeswax beads. Remove the
mixture from the heat and stir it a few times. If you are using an herbal cold-infused carrier oil,
then your job is done. If you are adding essential oils to the mixture, add them now and stir
again. Pour the mixture into a suitable non-reactive container and let cool. It will harden as it
cools, and store for 1-2 years, depending on what kind of oils you use. Adding a drop of benzoin
essential oil or the oil from a 400 IU vitamin E oil capsule for every 4 ounces of salve will also
prolong your salve’s shelf life. SMOOTHIES & SNACKS:Herbs can be a tasty addition to your
daily smoothies and snacks. A tablespoon of powdered herbs can be added to homemade
granola and breakfast bars, while fresh herbs can boost the healing yumminess of your food. A
few cups of stinging nettle and dandelion leaves go great in soups instead of spinach or
escarole. A handful of cilantro and parsley add amazing detox power to any juice. Don’t be afraid
to herbs to your family’s diet, just make sure you properly research and identify any fresh
finds! CHAPTER THREE
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